In this paper, the element birth and death technique is used to simulate the damping stripping process of damping coating, and the interface of substrate and damping coating is simulated by contact elements or interface elements. The stress intensity factors and crack length are also calculated based on finite element method under different thicknesses and elastic modulus The simulation could provide reference for the design and optimize of damping coating.
Introduction
Damping coating on the surfaces of composite structure, which is made from different materials, can improve their dynamic performance, thus reduce vibration stress and lighten fatigue failure of the thin-walled structural member such as blade. But, the failure mechanisms and damage processes of damping coating have not been clear at present. The reliability of damping coating was related to the security of the whole components, and the coating characteristics were critical to the widespread application of coatings.
The cracks are easily initiated from the interface of the substrate and damping coating. The crack propagation usually lead to the failure of coating [1] [2] . It is essential to simulate the damage process of damping coating and study its effective factors.
In this paper, the element birth and death technique is uses to simulate the damping stripping process of damping coating, and the stress intensity factors and crack length are calculated by using finite element method under different thicknesses and elastic modulus.
FEM simulation of fatigue crack growth
In ANSYS, the interface element and contact element are used to simulate the crack zone and the approach for crack propagation by killing or 'death' elements is introduced. The process of deactivating the element properties is described in details in [3] . In this method, the formation and the propagation of the crack are modeled by using the interface element.
The non-linear truss elements, which have different material properties is used to connect the boundary nodes ahead of the initial crack tip, as shown in Fig. 1 . These elements have the same cross-sectional area and have capabilities to take both tension and compression loads. The stiffness of each truss element in terms of modulus of elasticity has different values from an extremely large value (other end from the crack tip) to a value near the yield stress (near crack tip). The elemental axial stress is calculated as the load is applied on the structure. When any element's stress exceeds the critical bonding stress that element is killed (deactivated material property) by using EKILL command. At the same time, the element material properties from the crack tip to the other end are moved (changed) successively.
In this paper, the interface is simulated by contact elements. The simulation is carried out through solving the contact problems. Modeling with contact elements involves the same steps as any other contact analysis.
Fig.1. Interface element between crack faces Case studies
To calculate the Fracture parameters and simulate the damage process, the thin plate with damping coating is simplified as a plane-stress problem. A 2D model of a thin plate with damping coating is created, as shown in Fig.2 . The model is meshed with plane 182 element, and contact elements are applied in the connect faces, which are also the crack faces, as shown in Fig.3 . The left side of the model is fixed in all degrees of freedom, and the translation degrees of freedom of bottom side are fixed in x, y direction. A slope load is applied at the surface of damping coating, as shown in Fig.4 . 
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The material parameters of the thin plate and damping coating as shown in Table 1 are applied to the model. The NiCrAlY is selected as the material of damping coating. 
Results and discussions
The stress intensity factor indicates the strength of the singular stress field at crack tip, it is the basis of studying the law of crack propagating and the strength of the component with crack. The value of it is related to the crack length, the physical dimension of structure and the external force, so the thicknesses of damping coating will effect the fracture properties of composite structure. The ratios of thicknesses of substrate and damping coating are set as 1, 2, 5, 10. The stress intensity factors are calculated with different thicknesses ratios, as shown in Fig.5 . The stress intensity factors I and II changes with the thicknesses ratio of substrate and damping coating. But the effective law is different. The stress intensity factor I increases with the thicknesses ratio, but the the stress intensity factor II decreases firstly, and then increases. To investigate the effects of different damping coating materials to the fracture properties of composite structure, the crack lengths with different elastic modulus are calculated. The material of substrate is shown in Table 1 . The elastic modulus ratios of materials of substrate and damping coating are set as 1, 5, 10, 100. The relationship of the ratio and the crack length is shown in Fig.6 . When the ratio is more than 10, the crack length stays the same, although the initiation and propagation of crack are related to many factors.
In this paper, the damage process of thin plane with damping coating is simulated based on the element birth and death technique. As in the practical application, the structures of substrate and coating depend on the preparation methods of damping coating. The model is simplified in this paper, and the aim of simulation is to obtain the fracture form, as shown in Fig.7 . 
Conclusions
The proposed simulation of damage process of thin plane with damping coating is carried out based on the element birth and death technique. The stress intensity factors and the crack length are calculated to study the effects of the thickness and the materials. The simulation could provide reference for the design and optimize of damping coating.
